Current face recognition systems achieved high progress on several benchmark tests. Despite this progress, recent works showed that these systems are strongly biased against demographic sub-groups. Consequently, an easily integrable solution is needed to reduce the discriminatory effect of these biased systems. Previous work introduced fairness-enhancing solutions that strongly degrades the overall system performance. In this work, we propose a novel fair score normalization approach that is specifically designed to reduce the effect of bias in face recognition and subsequently lead to a significant overall performance boost. Our hypothesis is built on the notation of individual fairness by designing a normalization approach that leads to treating "similar" individuals "similarly". Experiments were conducted on two publicly available datasets captured under controlled and inthe-wild circumstances. The results show that our fair normalization approach enhances the overall performance by up to 14.8% under intermediate false match rate settings and up to 30.7% under high security settings. Our proposed approach significantly reduces the errors of all demographic groups, and thus reduce bias. Especially under in-the-wild conditions, we demonstrated that our fair normalization method improves the recognition performance of the effected population sub-groups by 31.6%. Unlike previous work, our proposed fairness-enhancing solution does not require demographic information about the individuals, leads to an overall performance boost, and can be easily integrated in existing biometric systems.
Introduction
Large-scale face recognition systems are spreading worldwide and are increasingly involved in critical decisionmaking processes, such as in forensics and law enforcement. Consequently, these systems also have a growing effect in everybody's daily life. However, current biometric solutions are mainly optimized for maximum recognition accuracy [15] and are heavily biased for certain demographic groups [23, 1, 9, 24, 4, 10] . This means that, for example, specific demographic groups can be falsely identified as a black-listed individual more frequently than other groups. Consequently, there is an increased need that guarantee fairness for biometric solutions [4, 11, 33] to prevent discriminatory decisions.
From political perspective, there are several regulations to guarantee fairness. Article 7 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Article 14 of the European Convention of Human Rights ensure people the right to non-discrimination. Also the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [31] aims at preventing discriminatory effects (article 71). In spite of these political efforts, several works [24, 4, 23, 1, 9, 10] showed that commercial [4] as well as open-source [23] face recognition systems are strongly biased towards different demographic groups. Consequently, there is an increased need in fair and unbiased biometric solutions [23, 10] . Recent works [22, 32] proposed solutions to reduce the bias in face recognition systems. However, these approaches increased the fairness at cost of the total system performance.
In this work, we propose a novel fair score normalization approach that is specifically designed to reduce bias in face recognition decisions. Unlike previous work, increasing the fairness also lead to an improved performance of the system in total. Our theoretical motivation is based on the notation of individual fairness [7] , resulting in a solution that treats similar individuals similarly and thus, more fairly. Using clustering in the embedding space, similar identities are categorized without pre-defined demographic classes. Using optimal local cluster thresholds, a score normalization approach is developed to ensure a more individualized, unbiased, and thus, fair treatment.
We evaluate our approach on publicly available datasets captured under controlled and in-the-wild conditions. To justify the concept of our fair normalization approach, we provide a visual illustration that demonstrates the suitability of the notation of individual fairness for face recognition.
The experiments show that the overall recognition performance improves by 12.8% under controlled circumstances and up to 30.7% under a more challenging in-the-wild scenario. Furthermore, our proposed approach is able to significantly reduce the error rates of all demographic groups. Especially under real-world conditions, the experiments demonstrated that our proposed method enhances the recognition performance of the most effected sub-groups of the population by 31.6%.
Related work
In the data mining community, unbiased or fair decision making is known as discrimination-aware data mining (DADM) [2] . In [2, 3, 13] , these solutions apply decision rules to prevent discriminatory decisions. Calders et al. presented three modified versions of a naive Bayes classifier [5] to compensate discriminatory effects. In [17] , Kehrenberg et al. showed that decision bias can naturally be handled with Gaussian processes. They introduced a latent target output to modify the class probability distributions such that their solution is able to capture several notations of fairness. All these works [2, 3, 13, 5, 17] incorporate fairness in their solutions, however only on the decision level.
In general representation learning research, some works tried to incorporate fairness in the learning process. In [33] , Zemel et al. formulated fairness as an optimization problem to learn suitable representations. These representations enabled fair classification for the notations of group fairness and individual fairness. Raff et al. [26] improved the fairness of representations by presenting a gradient-based neural network optimizer. It simultaneously predicts the target class and the protected attributed. Furthermore, it is able to reverse a weight-updated if the update leads to a discriminatory classification behaviour. In [16] , Jia et al. trained an agnostic network. Their model tried to learn representations for image recognition while minimizing contextual information such as background. All these works [33, 26, 16] aim at learn fair representation, but limit their contribution to classification tasks.
In face biometrics, biased systems are usually induced by non-equally distributed classes in training data. Klare et al. [19] showed that the performance of face recognition algorithms is strongly influenced by demographic attributes. In [4, 23] , the authors came to the same conclusions for commercial and open-sources face recognition algorithms. They demonstrated that the persons gender and ethnicity strongly determines their face recognition performance. Alvi et al. [1] tried to prevent the bias in soft-attribute classification. They proposed a domain and task-adaptation approach to learn new representation for classification tasks that are blind to the known bias. Similar in [6] , Das et al. aimed at fair soft-attribute classification (gender, age, and ethnicity) from face images. They proposed multi-task convolutional neural network approach for this tasks. All these solutions [19, 23, 1, 6, 4] demonstrated that there is bias in face biometrics and the works [1, 6] further showed that it is possible to achieve a more fair performance, however, in attribute classification and not face verification.
Recently, some works focused on enhancing the privacy of face biometrics. The goal of these works was to suppress softbiometric pattern in the data representations. Consequently, this improves the demographic fairness, since suppressed demographic attributes in the representations can not be used for a discriminatory behaviour [22] . Terhörst et al. focused on finding supervised [28] and unsupervised [29] templated-based solutions, while Mirjalili et al. [20, 21] proposed approaches on image level using semi-adversarial neural networks. In [22] , Morales et al. incrementally removed attribute information while retaining most of the face recognition performance with an information-aware triplet loss. Wang et al. [32] proposed a deep information maximization adaptation network to reduce the effect of racial bias in face recognition. All these works [28, 29, 20, 21, 22, 32] proposed solutions for fair face recognition. However, developing these solutions needs the knowledge about the demographic attributes of each individual. More importantly, these solutions strongly degrades the total recognition performance. In this work, we propose a fair normalization solution that introduces fairness to an existing system while significantly improving the total system performance.
Methodology
The goal of this work is to enhance the fairness of existing face recognition systems. In this work, we follow the notation of individual fairness [7] . This notation emphasizes that similar individuals should be treated similarly. We transfer this idea to the embedding and score level to propose a novel fair group-based score normalization method, without the need for pre-defined demographic groups. The proposed approach is able to treat all identities more individually and therefore, increase the group-related, as well as the total, recognition performance.
Fair group score normalization
Our proposed solution is presented assuming a set of face embeddings X = (X train ∪ X test ) with the corresponding identity information y = (y train ∪ y test ), both partitioned into test and training set.
Training phase During training phase, a k-means cluster algorithm [14] is trained on X train to split the embedding space into k clusters (k = 100 in our experiment). For each cluster c ∈ {1, . . . , k}, an optimal equal error rate (EER) threshold is computed using the genuine and imposter scores of cluster c
The genuine score set gen c of cluster c includes the all comparison scores of samples i and j that come from the same identity (ID(i) = ID(j)), where at least one sample lies within cluster c (i ∈ C c ). Conversely, the imposter score set imp c of cluster c is defined as all comparison scores s ij from different identity pairs (ID(i) = ID(j)) where at least one sample lies within cluster c (i ∈ C c ). The EER-threshold for each cluster c is denoted as thr(c). Furthermore, the EER-threshold for the whole training set X train is calculated and denoted as the global threshold thr G .
Operation phase During operation phase, the normalized comparison scoreŝ ij should be computed to determine if sample i and j belong to the same identity. Firstly, the corresponding clusters for both samples are computed. The cluster thresholds for sample i and j are denoted as thr i and thr j . Secondly, these cluster thresholds, as well as the global threshold thr G , are used to calculate the normalized scorê
where
describes the local-global threshold difference for sample i.
Discussion
The goal of this score normalization is to introduce individual fairness in a biometric system and thus, reduce the discriminatory behavior of face recognition systems. The notation of individual fairness emphasizes that similar individuals should be treated similarly. We incorporate this statement in our normalization method using clustering and local thresholds. Clustering in the embedding space identifies similar individuals and local thresholds enable an approximate individual treatment.
Assuming that an identity I, with samples i and j, belongs to a biased group. Consequently, their comparison score s ij has a high probability to be low and thus, there is a high probability that the samples are verified incorrectly. Since the normalization method is aware of the bias, due to the local thresholds, the local-global thresholds difference ∆thr is negative. Therefore, the normalized scoreŝ ij will be higher than s ij and thus, there is a higher chance that the samples get correct verification decisions.
For unbiased samples, the distinction performance is very precise and thus, the comparison score for a genuine is high, while the comparison scores for an imposter is very low. Since their local threshold will be higher than the global threshold, in this case, the normalized score will decrease. However, the final verification decisions will be the same, since the comparison scores of genuine pairs are relatively high.
Matching samples from groups with different bias-levels will lead to a normalized score close to the original scores and thus, there is a high chance that the comparison will be correctly labeled as an imposter.
Experimental setup
Database -In order to evaluate the face recognition performance of our approach under controlled and unconstrained conditions, we conducted experiments on the public available ColorFERET [25] and Adience [8] databases. Color-FERET [25] consists of 14,126 images from 1,199 different individuals with different poses under controlled conditions. Furthermore, a variety of face poses, facial expressions, and lighting conditions are included in the dataset. The Adience dataset [8] consists of over 26.5k images from over 2.2k different subjects under unconstrained imaging conditions. While Adience contains additional information about gender and age, ColorFERET also provides labels regarding the Figure 1 : Visualizations of the Adience embeddings using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [30] . Each individual is represented as a point and each point is colored based on its optimal local threshold thr k .
subjects ethnicities. In the experiments, this information is used to investigate the face recognition performance for several demographic groups.
Evaluation metrics -In this work, we will report our recognition performances in terms of false non-match rate (FNMR) at fixed false match rates (FMR). We also report the EER, which equals the FMR at the threshold where FMR = 1−FNMR. The EER acts as a single-value indicator of the systems performance.
Workflow details For the comparison of two samples, firstly, both face images get aligned, scaled, and cropped as implemented in the Dlib-ml toolkit [18] . Secondly, the preprocessed images are passed into the FaceNet model 1 [27] , which was pretrained on MS-Celeb-1M [12] . This creates 128-dimensional embeddings. Finally, the comparison of two embeddings was done using cosine-similarity. For all experiment scenarios, subject-disjoint 5-fold cross-validation is utilized.
Investigations -The goal of the proposed normalization approach is to reduce the demographic bias in face recognition decisions. To proof the individual steps of our solution, our experiments investigates the following issues:
• Since our normalization method is based on the concept of individual fairness, a visual illustration is presented to demonstrate that this concept is suitable for face recognition. • In order to justify our choice of the individual parameter k, a performance analysis is given over a wide parameter range. • To point out the demographic bias issue and prove the effectiveness of our approach, the recognition performance is analyzed with and without our fairness-introducing normalization, under different security settings, and on different demographic groups. • To evaluate the generalization of our approach, the experiments are conducted under controlled and uncontrolled scenarios (databases).
Results
Since our approach is based on the idea of individual fairness, we first want to visually demonstrate why this notation is suitable for face recognition. Figure 1 shows an t-SNE visualization of the embedding space for the dataset Adience. The t-SNE algorithm maps the high-dimensional embedding space into a two dimensional space such that similar samples in the high-dimension space lie closely together in two dimensions. Furthermore, each sample is colored based on the local thresholds computed by the proposed approach. Two observations can be made from this figure: first, it shows that there are several clusters with similar local thresholds in the embedding space. Consequently, our proposed approach is able to identify similar identities and to treat them similarly (through similar local thresholds). Second, it shows that the optimal thresholds for each cluster varies significantly from 0.3 to 0.7. This wide spread of optimal local thresholds demonstrates the need for a more individual treatment. Figure 2 presents the effect of the individuality parameter k on the verification performance on both databases. Figure  2 shows the face recognition EER over a wide range of individuality parameters k. k here theoretically represents different clusterable cases that appears in face images, such cases can be different demographic groups (as targeted by our paper), but also can represent different variations related to capture environment, pose, compression, among others. For k = 1, the normalization does not changes the scores and thus, the same performance is observed. For k ≥ 1, the EER decreases, since our fair score normalization approach leads to a more individual treatment of each sample. If k is much bigger than the number of possible clusterable cases (detectable variations), more clusters would contain less samples and would represent less meaningful cases. Consequently, the local thresholds thr k of these clusters become less reliable and thus, the goal of our proposed approach would not be optimally achieved.From Figure 2 , it is noticeable that higher values of k keep achieving good performance in the Adience database in comparison to the ColorFERET database. This can be due to the larger size and the in-the-wild nature of the Adience database, resulting in a larger possibility of a higher number of clusterable cases.
(a) ColorFERET (b) Adience Figure 3 : ROC curves comparing our fair normalization approach for several individuality parameter k with the unnormalized baseline. Figure 3 shows receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves of the proposed normalization method for several individuality parameter k compared with the unnormalized baseline. These curves shows the FMR and 1-FNMR values at a wide range of operating points. It can be seen that our approach improves the recognition performance for all false match rates. Comparing both datasets, the achieved improvement by our normalization method is higher on the Adience dataset. This shows the effectiveness of our normalization method in challenging noise, pose, and lightning scenarios.
Different applications require varying security settings. In order to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed normalization method under diverse circumstances, Table 1 shows the FNMR at FMR ranging from 10 −4 to 10 −2 . Our approach improves the recognition performance by 8.3%-12.8% under controlled (ColorFERET) scenario and by 18.4%-30.7% under uncontrolled (Adience) scenario. These results demonstrates the effectiveness of our normalization approach, and thus individual fairness, for high security applications.
In order to demonstrate the fairness aspect of the proposed normalization method, Table 2 and 3 present the normalized and baseline (unnormalized) face recognition performance for the different attribute classes and thus, demographic groups. The baseline clearly shows decision bias between demographic groups. Furthermore, the table presents the improvement ratio introduced by our solution and the ratio of each demographic class in the database (sample distribution). Table 2 shows the face recognition performance on the ColorFERET dataset. It is observed that without exception for all gender, age, and ethnicity classes our normalization method leads to a clear improvement up to 10.4%. Table 3 presents the face verification performance for several gender and age classes on the Adience benchmark. The images of the Adience dataset were captured under uncontrolled conditions. Therefore, the error rates for this database are higher than the error rates of ColorFERET. Concerning the gender classes, it can be observed that applying the proposed fair normalization methodology leads to a significant face recognition improvement of 17.5% and 12.4% for male and female respectively. For the majority of the age classes (81.4% of the dataset), the recognition performance increases up to 31%. Especially for the subgroup class (age 48-53), with only 5% of the database samples belonging to this group, a performance increase of 31.6% is observed. In total, applying the proposed fair normalization approach leads to enhanced verification performance across different demographic groups. 
Conclusion
Despite the progress achieved by current face recognition systems, which are optimized towards the total recognition accuracy only. Recent works showed that biometric systems impose a strong bias against subgroups of the population. Consequently, there is an increased need for solutions that increase the fairness of such systems. Previous work proposed fairness-enhancing solutions at the cost of degraded overall recognition performances. In this work, we propose a novel fair score normalization approach that is explicitly designed to mitigate decision bias against variations in the processed data (including demographic groups). Integrating the idea of individual fairness, our solution aims at treating similar individuals similarly. Our experiments were conducted on two public available datasets captured under controlled and in-the-wild conditions. The results showed an enhancement of the overall system performance by up to 14.77% under intermediate security settings and an improvement of 30.7% under high security settings. Since this approach aims at reducing the bias in face recognition, the results showed a significant reduction in the recognition error rates of all demographic groups. Under in-the-wild conditions, the recognition performance of the effected subgroups were increased by up to 31.62%. Unlike previous work, our solutions does not need demographic information about individuals and is not only limited to face biometrics. 
